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An example of structural deformation of the Halifax Formation in the 
Whitehead area, Meguma terrane, eastern Nova Scotia 
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An example of the structural style is Z structures are though to be related to 
presented from a detailed analysis of a re- FA • From these S and Z structures macro
stricted area near Whitehead. The map area scopic fold structures of wavelength ~ 40m 
(350m by 200m) consists primarily of anda- are apparent. They are locally redistributed 
lusite-bearing schists with thinly interbed- about F 8 • A third phase (F c) of deforma
ded meta-sandstone members ( ~ 2 cm in tion is NE-SW trending upright, steeply 
thickness) of the Cam bro-Ordovician Hali fax plunging and has a well developed planar 
Formation. To the east and west are grani- fracture cleavage. Quartz veins cross cut
tic plutons which are Devono-Carboniferous ting the area are generally parallel to this 
in age and which define a minimum age fracture, and are folded indicating emplace-
for the deformation. ment before or during Fe• 

Polyphase folding is observed in both the In comparison with other studies in eas-
schists and sandstones with at least three tern Nova Scotia, these rocks appear to be 
phases being identified. In the schists this more complexly deformed though similar 
style is dominated on a mesoscopic scale E-W trends are dominant. For example, in 
by a steeply dipping E-W trending foliation. the Shelburne area (Smith 1981) the struc
In the sandstone beds, minor S and Z fold- tural style is dominated by open, upright 
ing are E-W upright isoclinal and general- gently east plunging folds. Deformation in 
ly shallowly and easterly plunging. In the the Whitehead area bears more similarity 
study area at least two approximately co- to the structural style displayed in the 
planar isoclinal phases of deformation Guysborough-Country Harbour area. The 
(FA and F8 ) define a . composite axial :egional ext~nt of the deformati_on displayed 
planar foliation. Fold phases may only be rn the Whitehead area reqmres further 
unequivocally distinguished at the hinge analysis, but the study may provide con
zones of a similar later phase of folding straints for the structural evolution of the 
which rotates earlier structures. The S and Meguma in eastern Nova Scotia. 
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